
 

 
 

FE540 Probability theory for FE 

Catalog Description:  Topics include discrete and continuous distributions, multivariate 

probability, transformations, pattern appearance, moment generating functions, Laws of large 

numbers, Markov chains and diffusion processes, prices in markets as random variables and 

processes, filtrations and information. Applications target financial engineering examples. 

      

Goals:  The goals of this course is to provide FE students with the necessary probability theory 

background to ensure a better performance in the rest of the FE program while introducing them 

to the probabilistic models.  In particular the concepts of sigma fields or algebras are not covered 

in classical probability courses; this is necessary for constructing information filtrations. 

Outcomes:  Students will be able to apply probability theory to elementary financial applications 

and will be prepared to proceed in FE610, Stochastic Calculus for FE without great difficulty.    

Course’s Objective:  The objective of this course is to provide FE students with the necessary 

mathematical background to ensure a better performance in the rest of the FE program 

Textbook(s) or References (List required and recommended texts including publisher and year):  

1. Fundamentals of probability with stochastic processes by S Ghahramani, Pearson 

Prentice Hall, 2005. 

2. . Probability theory in Finance by Sean Dineen, Graduate Studies in Math, Vol 70, AMS 

publications. ISBN 0-8218-3951-9 

 

Chapters in the following syllabus refer to the textbook by Ghahramani. 

  Topic(s) Reading(s) Class exercises 

(Optional) 

HW 

Week 1  discrete distributions: 

Bernoulli, Binomial, Poisson 

 Ch4,5     

Week 2 Continuous distributions: 

exponential, normal,log-

normal, heavy tail 

 

 Ch6,7    Hw1 

Problems 1,3,6,7,9 from 

Ch 4 

Problems 2,4,5 from 

Ch 5 



Week 3 Bi-variate distributions, 

conditional distributions 

 

 Ch8    Hw2 

Problems 3,5,11 from 

Ch6 

Problems 5,6,15 from 

Ch7 

Week 4 Multivariate distributions, 

sums of random variables, 

pattern appearance 

 Ch9     

Week 5  Applications in FE  Notes    Hw3  

Problems 7,9,11 from 

Ch8 

Problems 12,15 from 

Ch9 

Week 6  covariance and correlation  Ch10     

Week 7  independence and 

transformations 

 Ch11    Hw4  

Problems 8,9,10 from 

Ch10 

Week 8 Moment generating functions  Ch11     

Week 9  Laws of large numbers  Ch11     

Wee 10  Price as a random process: 

Evolution of the concept and 

milestones 

 Notes    Hw5 

Problems 3,19,23 from 

Ch11 

Week 11 Poisson process, Markov 

process in finance 

 

 Ch12     

Week 12  Sigma-fields, partitions, 

filtrations and information 

 Notes    Hw6 

Dineen,  from  Ch2 

problems 

Week 13  Martingales, Submartingales 

and supermartingales 

 Notes     

Week 14  Review        

 

Grading: 

There will be 5 homework assignments for a total of 50% and a Final for 50%. 

 

 


